
PART 1 

 

It keeps happening: You’re at the bottom of some type of well or huge hole in the ground. It’s claustrophobic, 

and it feels like a cave but doesn’t smell like you’d think a cave would smell - it doesn’t smell like damp soil or 

water, just the sharpness of absence. There’s a circle of light far, far above you. Fractals of illumination bounce 

and break off the stone walls and shroud you in an eerie purple and blue and grey glow. You’re on your knees 

on the hard ground, hunched forward because you’ve been here before and you know what’s coming. As if in 

slow motion, as if defying the laws of gravity, rocks begin to fall from the opening above. Their descent is 

smooth and silent. You cannot fully wrap your mind around the weight of them but you know to be scared, to 

brace for impact. Some of them are pebbles, sharp as needles as they slam into your back, and some of them 

are boulders. You wish the boulders would flatten you and end it, but they don’t. You remain on your knees as 

rock after rock, pebble after pebble, boulder after boulder descends down through the dark and collides with 

your body. You wish your body would break so you could stop bracing, stop fearing, stop feeling. It doesn’t. 

 

And then it ends in the way it always ends. Suddenly the walls and the floor disappear and you are mid-air. Your 

stomach drops, or maybe your body drops and your stomach is a second behind, as you begin to plummet 

through blackness. The hole of light above gets smaller and smaller and objects tumble down through the void 

around you - an ice pack shaped like a bunny that your sister got bloody, a red and blue quilt your grandmother 

made, some wooden blocks. You and your precious objects hurtle downwards until finally, after what feels like 

an eternity of falling and grasping and reaching, your body smashes into your bed and you jolt upright. You are 

awake. 

 

As a child, this is how you begin your days. 

 

It is just the beginning of the gift and torture and magic of your dreams. They repeat themselves - silent, 

miserable. But some of them bring gifts - real ones. Once you have a dream in which you crawl to the top of 

the closet, where the opening of the attic is, and find a beautiful bright purple leotard with ruffly, flower-printed 

sleeves. When you wake up, you lug a chair to the closet and pull down the piles of clothes and toys. To your 

absolute amazement, you find the exact leotard from the dream, which you have never seen before in waking 

life. You put it on and run downstairs and ask your parents about it. They swear they have never seen it before, 

and they stand by that to this day. A similar thing happens with a bracelet that all your friends have in elementary 

school that you desperately want - it has black and white checkers and big red lettering that proclaims, “#1 

Champion!”. You wake up to it lying on the foot of your bed, and once again your parents are just as confused 

as you are. 



 

Another year, you have a wart on your thumb. You also have a tube of sparkly pink Chapstick from Target that 

may be your favorite possession; it smells like it's trying to be cotton candy and strawberry, perfectly failing at 

both. On a rare occasion when you are lying down for a 

nap, you decide to hold the top of the open Chapstick 

to your wart because you are pretty sure that it has some 

magical healing properties. When you wake up, the wart 

has disappeared. There is a circular indentation in your 

Chapstick, but no wart remnants. Magic. And yeah, you 

still use that Chapstick afterwards.  

 

And sometimes, as a child (and you wish you could 

return to these dreams as an adult), you dream that you 

can fly and breathe underwater - there is always a brief 

moment of panic before you remember these abilities, 

but once you do remember, you are able to thwart fear 

and death. But you start to have blurry vision in your 

dreams, and not being able to see anything other than 

fuzzy outlines makes you anxious. You wonder if there 

is a dream eye doctor who can prescribe your dream self 

glasses. You’d like to be able to see yourself clearly.  

 

PART 2 

 

Abby and I were best friends for at least a decade. We shared a diary that we 

passed back and forth after Hebrew school; we made up secret code 

languages; I ate 17 slices of watermelon at her 9th birthday party and all her 

friends called me “Watermelon Girl” for the next five years; we played Dance 

Dance Revolution and SingStar Karaoke for hours until her parents would 

shoo us into the backyard (and until I got good enough to start winning, 

when Abby would suddenly lose interest and demand a different activity). It 

was the kind of easy, certain friendship that I now crave - we were each 

other’s people, and it seemed like nothing could change that.  



 

Enter: high school. Now a hyper-competitive teen, Abby dominated our friend group and, at some point in 

freshman year, she started ignoring me. Abby had ignored me in the past for small infractions, so I was hoping 

it would blow over. The rest of the friend group, scared to be exiled in the same way I was, refused to speak to 

me when Abby was there. They would approach me alone and say, “Lilli, I’m so sorry, I’m on your side, but I 

can’t talk to you when Abby’s around.” American high school was, it seemed, as bad as in the movies.  

 

As the year continued, it became clear that whatever I had done was no small infraction. My attempts at getting 

answers or reconciling were met with icy silence. Nonetheless, the pieces slowly started to come together. 

Abby’s boyfriend Mateo, a sweet but tactless boy who was a close friend of mine, had apparently told Abby 

that he had a crush on me. This event is what instigated the ignoring even though I was oblivious to all of it at 

the time (and she didn’t ignore him, mind you, just me). After the school year ended, a miserable year of me 

eating alone at lunch and fighting the urge to cry in every class Abby and I had together, she signed up to 

audition for a girls’ Shakespeare company I was in. I was shocked. This, I thought, was my turf - although we 

couldn’t escape each other in classes, surely we could escape each other in extracurriculars. I was at auditions 

first to unlock the building and set everything up, and Abby showed up early. I approached her in the hallway 

outside the audition room, my hands clammy and my stomach wringing and all the rest. “Hey,” I said. “I just 

want to get on the same page before you audition. I don’t know why you’re ignoring me. I want to be friends 

again, if you want to be. I miss being friends.” She stared at me with what I can only describe as malice. “Lilli,” 

she said (and reading this, I see my name in her handwriting in our traveling diary), “I don’t want to be friends.” 

“Is it Mateo?” I asked. “I honestly didn’t know until like a month ago, I don’t like him, I’m sorry if it-” 

“Frankly,” she said, and this has replayed itself in my memory and mind for years, “it’s not about Mateo 

anymore. You’re toxic. I’ve spent so long trying to understand you, but frankly, I don’t understand you, and I 

don’t want to understand you. I don’t want anything to do with you. You’re toxic and you make everything 

around you toxic.”  

 

I don’t remember what I said next - I think some blithering attempt at understanding, at apologizing. No one 

had ever called me toxic before, but when she said it, since she had been my best friend for so long, since her 

treatment of me was so severe that I couldn’t imagine how it could happen without me somehow deserving it, 

I felt like it had to be true - I was toxic. I managed not to cry until I got into the audition room to “finish setting 

up.”  

 

I wish I had told her to go fuck herself. That actually, she was the toxic one, if anybody was toxic, because she 

couldn’t be around someone without competing with them and tearing them down so she could be at the top. 



Like, she made teachers cry in high school. As I tried to pull myself together in the audition room, one of the 

other members of the Shakespeare company said, “She told me she’s only auditioning because she wants to 

diversify her college applications.” Abby came into the room and did a fine monologue (to her credit, it was 

not as bad as I’d been hoping it would be). I recused myself from voting on her admission, and I was relieved 

when the rest of the panel decided not to bring her on - the theatre would remain a safe place for now, but 

suddenly my mind was not so safe. 

 

Now, whenever I have a difficult time in a friendship, I know that it is because I’m toxic. Whenever I move 

cities or countries, as I have done several times in the past few years, and have a hard time sustaining and 

nourishing my relationships with new distance, I know that it is because I am toxic. When something is wrong 

in my romantic relationship, I know that it is because I am toxic. This knowledge makes me self-sabotage - I 

swear and call my partner names and flail my arms in a way that I never had before, so he can see how toxic I 

am and do what’s best for him and dump me. I identify what would hurt the most, and I say it. I drive as many 

knives as I can into the relationship so he can come to his senses and save himself. Has my conviction about 

my toxicity made me toxic? I am afraid that I have fulfilled Abby’s prophecy. 

 

Hindsight has shown me that Abby was putting something on me that she was probably feeling in herself - 

some lack, some inadequacy, some threat. I’m not saying that I was perfect then - she knew me through some 

phases when I was definitely a brat - but I didn’t deserve what she did. She was cruel, and it’s likely that she 

was also suffering. Now, when I suffer, I tend to either isolate myself or lash out with cruelty. In some twisted 

way, I am trying to protect the people I love by either removing myself from their lives or showing them a 

darkness that was forced onto me by people who were driven by their own fear. As a result, my fear has made 

me what I fear the most. 

 

I dreamed about Abby for years. I wish I were exaggerating. She 

occupied so much space in my subconscious. I would have these 

gorgeous dreams where we ran into each other on tree-lined college 

campuses and decided to become friends again. I would dream of 

her forgiving me, and I would dream of me forgiving her. I would 

dream of us being friends like nothing had happened, walking to the 

store near her childhood home or having a sleepover or eating pasta 

her dad made. And then I would wake up, feeling an incredible 

relief, finally aligned and safe and content again, until the dream-worlds inevitably came crashing down as I 

realized that, no, Abby and I were still not friends, and I was still toxic.  



PART 3 

 

You are paralyzed. Someone in a hood is beating you up in a car outside a gas station, and you can’t breathe. 

You try to scream and nothing comes out. You try to move and even your fingers and toes remain rigid. You 

are fighting against your frozen body and your frozen voice and the punches keep coming. You watch it happen 

as if from above, a spectator in your own beating. At the same time, you see yourself frozen in bed on your 

back with your neck twisted to the side. You can’t get enough air through your nose and you think that if you’re 

in this position for much longer, you might stop breathing entirely. You are trying to make some noise to wake 

up your partner but the screams turn to silence in your throat. You try to swallow and you cannot move your 

tongue - it is dead weight in your mouth. And simultaneously, the hooded figure continues to beat you. You 

are in that car and you are in your bed and you are screaming and screaming and straining and straining and 

stuck and stuck and stuck.  

 

And then, finally, something snaps. A finger twitches, and the curse is broken – I jolt awake. Breath returns to 

my body in jagged bursts. I realize that I am in bed in a different position than I thought, alone. There is no 

one here to save me. As my breathing and heart rate slow, I fight my desire to go back to sleep - the fog is here, 

and I know that if I drift off now, you will be trapped in my body again. 

 

It feels like there are many of you - the people and projections held 

hostage inside this body. There is the Lillian who is toxic and the Lillian 

who is too angry and the Lillian who feels too much. They are often at 

odds with each other, undesirable, undeserving. I push them down until 

they burst to the surface, a rupture which is always destructive and 

dysphoric. I contain multitudes, but it feels like it would be easier if I 

didn’t. I have been told so much about myself, have fractured and fought 

so much, that I no longer know what is true about who I am and what I 

want and what I need. I think I’m scared of what it would mean to 

embrace all of my pieces.  

 

For now, I will allow myself to drift into sleep, where dreams can tell me 

more about reality than I’ll allow myself to remember in the morning. I 

think it’s likely that I will get trapped again, but maybe, finally, I will 

discover how to break free.  

 


